
DEL ORIENTED SYNTHETIC SCHEME DESIGN

The reactions and conditions compatible with DEL synthesis have been surveyed in the literature and each practitioner

company has its own in-house validated reaction list. The ChemPass synthesis know-how database can easily be

modified to contain only reactions and specific conditions that work in DEL libraries giving rise to a DEL synthesis know-

how database directly usable for design. With all the available building blocks and in-house reagents (that can be added

by a click of the mouse) each company can create a DEL chemistry space that is a rich source of DEL synthesizable

compounds and can be used to design and test new DEL synthesis schemes towards molecules that are the most

desirable.

Multistep DEL scheme design can then easily be carried out by chemists using ChemPass drag and drop reaction

selector and various reaction combinations can be explored with key steps moved around as Step 1, Step 2 or Step 3 in

the reaction sequence. Library compounds can be viewed in the result browser or downloaded for further processing.

For example: t-Amino effect condensation (Ref 3)
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CHEMPASS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE CHEMISTRY TECHNOLOGY BACKGROUND

In any discovery environment or project the design of new scaffolds, key reagents, fragments, as well as hit or lead

analogs is a very important, often project success determining step. Most computer-aided design tools provide

suggestions of new structures without consideration of synthetic feasibility giving significant, sometimes insurmountable

challenges during the synthesis of the selected new molecules.

ChemPass has developed artificial intelligence technologies that enable the design of new chemical entities in a

profoundly different manner: molecules are constructed and evaluated using synthetic schemes of up to 3 main steps.

The heart of the system is a fully customizable synthesis know-how database and a design engine that work in harmony

to generate novel chemical matter. Partly due to our efforts forward synthesis design is therefore becoming a powerful

tool for generating synthesizable scaffolds, reagents and lead analogs of compounds with predefined properties –

including molecular properties, synthetic feasibility, synthesis cost and time.

An attractive feature of the design philosophy in our software is that it works analogously to medicinal chemists’ thinking

when new molecules are being considered: chemists, as our technology, think about the synthetic schemes and

available building blocks/reagents that can lead to interesting new analogs or scaffolds. The approach therefore can

become revolutionary if the reliability of the synthetic feasibility prediction becomes as good or better as a group of good

medicinal chemists can provide.

DNA-ENCODED LIBRARY DESIGN ASPECTS

DEL technologies and the vast libraries generated for screening have become a new exciting tool for hit discovery. The

practitioners of DEL library synthesis have to live with some limitations in chemical diversity and synthetic

methodologies that have yet been made to work in the presence of DNA. Novel building blocks, scaffolds or synthetic

methods that can be used in DEL synthesis towards lead-like libraries are of significant interest and value.

The ChemPass approach is ideally suited to DEL-based technologies because the user can easily control the

acceptable protecting groups or the functional group count and type present in the designed scaffolds or building blocks

hereby directing the design towards mono- or suitably protected bi- or trifunctional molecules as scaffolds or building

blocks. Moreover, the software’s synthetic reaction list can be limited to or enhanced to include all organic reactions

validated for DNA-encoded chemistry enabling the exploration of the different molecular frameworks that can be created

using multi-step DNA-encoded synthesis.

CHEMPASS TECHNOLOGY: FORWARD REACTION BASED DESIGN

CHEMPASS DESIGN PLATFORM

The software is browser-based on the client side and underneath the system is composed of the key synthesis know-

how database and the designer module as well as a reagent database as reactant source and a screening 

compound/patent database for novelty check. The software can be installed in cloud, on company servers or it is also 

hosted by ChemPass.

The component diagram: Access:
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INTELLIGENT DEL BUILDING BLOCK AND SCAFFOLD DESIGN TOOLS TO SUPPORT

CHEMISTS

DEL synthesis requires a large number of scaffolds

and building blocks. The number of functional groups

and their relative position in a building block also

govern the shape of the final molecule.

Multifunctional scaffolds and building blocks must

have orthogonal protection. There are preferred

protecting groups in the presence of DNA such as

Fmoc for amines that the design tool must be able to

prioritize and filter for.

FMOC-AMINE AND ACID CONTAINING SCAFFOLD DESIGN EXAMPLE WITH CHEMIST-ORIENTED SOFTWARE

With ChemPass software there is no need for any cheminformatics or computer skills for chemists to start designing!

The designed scaffolds can easily be filtered to Fmoc-protected amines by setting: Fmoc-primary-amine + Fmoc-

secondary-amine fields to = 1. The software follows 100 different combinations of popular protecting groups on

different functional groups, that can be further combined with desired or unwanted substructure filters for full

customization to yield only desired combinations of functional groups! With the above filters and settings thousands of

scaffolds or building blocks can be designed with the desired functional group combinations.

DESIGN EXAMPLES FOR COMBINATIONS OF ACIDIC, FMOC-AMINE AND IODO FUNCTIONAL GROUPS

CHEMPASS VALIDATED ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE METHODOLOGIES TO SUPPORT

DEL DESIGN AND SYNTHESIS

1. Building block/scaffold and reaction scheme designer software (license)

2. Custom DEL building block & scaffold design

3. DEL library scheme design and synthesis for creating novel library structures

4. Thousands of bespoke building blocks & scaffolds available for selection
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DEL compatible reactions ChemPass reaction know-how list

1st step:

Knoevenagel
2nd step:

t-amino reaction Ref 3
3rd step:

variations

2nd step:

Knoevenagel & similar rxns 
3rd step:

t-amino reaction Ref 3
1st step:

variations


